### Monday, May 13

- **AP Didactics Neuro II (Liang)**
  - 12:00 pm, MCN C-2303

- **PMI Seminar**
  - Renee Tsolis, PhD
  - Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology
  - University of California, Davis
  - “ER Stress: A Pattern of Pathogenesis During Infection with Intracellular Bacteria”
  - 12:00 pm, 214 Light Hall

### Tuesday, May 14

- **AP Fellow Conference**
  - 7:30 am, SP Sign out Room

- **VL4 Seminar**
  - Andy Minn, MD, PhD
  - Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology
  - The University of Pennsylvania
  - “Opposing Roles of Interferon and Anti-Viral Signaling in Cancer Immunotherapy”
  - 10:30 am, 512 Light Hall

- **CP Conference**
  - 12:00 pm

### Wednesday, May 15

- **Surgical Pathology Unknowns Conference Series (RSS)**
  - Giovanna Giannico, MD
  - “Testis Pathology Unknowns”
  - 12:00 pm, C-2303 MCN

### Thursday, May 16

- **Residents’ Meeting**
  - Informatics Accreditation
  - 7:30 am
  - 12:00 pm, C-2303 MCN

- **Molecular Pathogenesis Trainee (MPT) Seminar Series**
  - Melanie Hurst (Hadjifrangiskou Lab)
  - 1:00 pm, 1220 MRBIII

### Friday, May 17

- **Pathology Laboratory Medicine Grand Rounds (LMR)**
  - Tony Yeung, MD, PhD
  - HP Fellow
  - “Review of p53 Pathway Perturbation in AML/MDS and Potential for Clinical Translation”
  - 12:00 pm, C-2303 MCN

- **Immunology Journal Club**
  - Peggy Kendall, MD
  - 12:00 pm, A-4224 MCN